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ABSTRACT
To helrleaders or "facilitators" ofsa series of

simulation exercises on controversial issues for school board

members, this guide describes how .the simulations work and provides

some of the materials required for the simulation exercise on

cepsorship and book banning. After defining simulation or'gaming

exerciNes, the author notes the materials needed and lists.the

principal features and the learning objectives of simulftions. Next,

the role of the facilitator is described. Then the segnients.of the'

simulation exercise are outlined, including preparations before .

participants arrive, separation of participants ihto smallrgroups,

presentation Of introductory remarks and general instructions by the

facilitator, supervision of the participants' role playin4,

"brainstorming" after the.role playing to identify key ideas,

cross-group sharing or diicussion, and a concluding session with

.distribution of a fact sheet. Five "role sheets" are provided for,the

book-banning j.ssue, each with a description of the fictional

situation and of one of five role,s.- The roles,include the

chairPerson, the back-to-basics advocate, the civil libertarian, the

newly appointed member, and the advocate of local control.

Suggestions-on the format for the fact sheet are attached. (W),

.11

Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be made

from the original document.
*
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CENSORSHIP WORkSHOP'

FACILITATOR'S GUIDE

Overview

What are Simulations/Gaming Exercises? .

Simulation games ,are learning contexts in which the participant responds'

within the simulation gaas if s/he were operating' in the actual system of

interaction being simulat d. Iffteraction is structured by rules and physical

.. \

/ circumstances. Resultant interaction ranges from the highly restricted

, .

.
. , .

,

participant behavior.of a computer simulation game, through the less inhibitedA.r.

behayior of a board game to the flexible open-ended behavior of role-Playing

simul'ation games w

that in the ac

ich allow participant behavior more closely proximate to-
,

isystem of nteraction. Whatever the format,,interpersonal

simulation games c mbine the competitive aspects of'gaming with the reality

replication of simulation to allow the participant a'personal glimpse of tiow

it "feel's" to be in.the dYnamics of a real system of interpersonal interaction.

Introduction to the Exercises

Each of the school board exercises explores a.controversila.l.issue facing

education leaders. The exercises follow a common format and have beeh
.

a

desi.gned to take approximately one hour o complete. 'Debriefing of the

experience, followingthe exercis'es, allows an opportunity to review and

summarize participant learning OUtcomes.tA minimum of materials is required:

(1), this facilithtor's guide, (2) individual participant'role.sheets, and (3)

concluding fact sheets. PrEncipal features'of the exercises are:,

1. Rapid Involvement. Without complicated rules to observe first,

- participants become immediately involved With the issues. This
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involvement shifts responsibility for the teaching/learning Process

to the learner and away froill the facilit'ator.

2: Immediate Application'of New Knowledge. These exerciies provide

practice in the manipulation of'concepts. They afford the

opportunity to make mistakes and, because thesemistakes are often

sllared by others,,, the fear of making them is grdaely reduced.
I

3.. 'COmparisons with Others. 'The exercises provide a rare opportunity to

.
coMpave one's own responses with others,faced with.the same problem

at the same time and 'under the same circumstances. These coMparisons

can reveal behavior which may be avoided or new approaches which -

others may apply successfully.

4.. Consensus of Peers. The exer9ises do not need the authority of the

facilitator, to cOnvey the message. The opinions and consensus of

other participants provide a variety of explanations and at the same

time suhstituie the experience and convictions 'Of peers for the

authority of the person in charge.

5: Learning by Teaching. Si:nce each 'participant lust grapple with a

gi4n "role," s/he must defend his/her point of view and explain

his her pOsition. ,This forces the,same carefla thought procets as a

teaCher explaining points &) a class. The individual is therefore .

learner and teacher, receiving highly effective stimuli frau the

exchange' ot roles.

With these exercise , the facilitator has a controlled situation in which s/he

can observ the onses' of Participants--inaiv4dual1y and collectively.

Under these.circumstances participants have a relatively "tafer
p

"

environment to explore the ramifications of a controv ue which

affects them not only cognitively, but affectively,as well. Here participants

NwAEL REP 2 5419A
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'can expefience an integration of their.thoughts and feelings about the'issue

under study, which encourages clarity in approaching policy implications for

e
school beard consideration. ,

Specific learning objectives of the exercises include:

1. The participant will gain a better understanding of the controversial

situation which the exetcise addresses.

2. The participant will gain a better understanding of his/her own

position regarding the contiroversial'situation which the exercise

addresses.

3. The participant will gain a better understanding,of others! pabitions

respecting the controverSial situation which the exercise addl'esses.'

T

4. The participant will be able to stat%possihle board actions related

to the dontr er8-ialesituation which the exerCise addresses,.

5. The participant will be able to state key ideas from which a board

statement Could be formulated to address the:controverial issue

before the'board.

.Role of the racilitator
a

You will introduce to the participants the "issue" and the general plan of

the hour. oGenerally, however, you will stand aside while participants

4

interact. Your rOle iS "administratdr," keeping track of time 'and giving

instructions. You won't, gor etample, participate directly in the discussions

and decision making While these are taking place, but you will assist grouiSs

to adhere to the time plan of the exercise; Later you will pull'together the
.

experience of the group in a concluding summary/debrief., when you will'compare
A

the discussion of various groups and review them for the benefit of all. Im
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brief, yod'will act as a catalyst and a,resodrce which the-group will draw

. .

upon. In this way you will assist each 'participant to derivethe'maxitvm

benefit of participation. ;*

'.
.9.

-. Each complete exercise is administered in five basic segmehts:,

. ',.

1. You make'a few brief introductory remarkg., as suggested later in this'

guide. (5 minutes)

2. The participantS role play a school board meeting in groups of five, )

\
dealing with the particular topic of the exercise. (15 minutes)

3. YoUconclude the role play and ask participants to-first share among

themSelves, how they felt during the role Play, and then to brainstorm

key ideas, that they can agree upon, for action about the topic

within their groups of five. (15 minutes)

4. You lead a crosszgroup discusslon of major ideas/actions that might

be taken. (10 minutes)

5. You conduct a br4ie concluding discussion, dealing with substantiveeEc3

questions and compare the.various suggested actions arrived at by the

(

different groups. Distribute concluding fact sheets and neview

them. (15 minutes)

I

.
, .

.:It iF important that you become thwoughly familiar with each exerdise you

run., Work it through with friends or colleagues before attempting to,,

facilitate a group. "Be familiar enough with the content to be able to answer

Procedure

any questions that might arise.'
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I. BEFORE THE PARTICIPANTS ARRIVE

See.that the room.is set up properly. The paiticipants should.be

able to sit five to a sable. If only long'tables are available;

0%
one group of\five can-sit arduhd each end of,a table,in a

B. 'See that the following materials are available:

1. Pencils and paper for each participant.

2. A bl'ackboard dr flip chart for'the concluding summary.

3.. Role sheets and.concluding fact sheets 'or each participant.

DO NOT DISTRIBUTE THE ROLE SHEETS UNTIL THE END OF YOUR

INTRODUCTION.

II. AFTER THE PARTICIPANTS ARRIVE

A. Select the groups. Ideally, groups should consist of five members

:each of whom do not work closely together: Participants who work

k together should be asked to change groups so that potential

interpersonal dynamics among colleagues do nbt inhibit Iree

a exploration.of.the issue.

B. Under no circumstances should a superior and a subordinate be in
-,

a .

the same group. Organizational level differences in any one group

should be avoided as much as possible to reduce peer pressure to

conform to an authotity's view.

III. AFTER THE GROUPS ARE SELECTED AND SEATED

A. Make your introductory remarks. Explain.that the purpose of the

exercise is to become mare aware of the particular issue and its

NWREL REP
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Outline the sequence of events of the exercise (as efplained above

under "Role Of the Facilitator"). Indicate that you will keep time

and lead generSlvdiscussion's.

*
B. Give the groups their general instructions:

Explain that each participant will be given a role sheet which

represents the position that they will be asked to take* during

the role play, Each person,is to do the best job with the

.role they are given that they are able. There is no right or

wrong "plaY" of the role.
.*

!

. .
Since in ever p there are usiially.a few people.who are

somewha apprehensive when starting this.kind of exerciser it

-'

is' orthwhile to say' a few words at the beginning to reassure

them. You could remind them thht the purpose here is to,

A

exploreehs,§pe and gain new and useful ideas from one

another about hoW they can be more effective at home. It is

laatEr-iidYt6hile to remind them that thsy will.have an
, .

opportunity to share their personal views insofaras they

'differ from their "crole play" views during the group

brainstort following the role play.

3. Distribute the role sheets, allow one minute for participants

to read their roles, and instrudt the school board meetings tO 7

begin under the direction of each chairperson.

4

IV. DURING THE.ROLE PLAY

' A. Circulate Among the groups and give help necessary:

1. You may wish to note some of the substantive questiofis that

arise during the role play for use durin's the concluding

NWREL REP* 6 5419A.
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discussion. However, you should not anTger this type of

question direCtlylet the group settle it by discussion. Let

groups know, if necessary, that no decision is required.du'ring

the role play.-

2. -More detailed questions:should they 'arise, about the specific

environment under sthich the topic is.under discussion are best

handled by pointing Out that all groups are-working with the

same inaterial and that participants:are bounded only by their

imagination.

3. Shoufd a given group have difficulty "getting into the topic"

(unlikely), you, might point out that they think about people

they know "back home" who express similar views and let them

go from there. The facilitator should not defend the point of

view of the role-play. If participants in a given group fail

to "play," ask them to discuss their respective "roles" and

-see to what eXtent they represent legitimate points of view in

.their own communities.
0/

B. Keep an eye on-the time: After, 15 minutes conclude the role play.

and ask pakticipants to shift from theirroles to themselves. Ask

thernto select a recorder from their group and move into

brainstorming under direct.ion of the chairperson. Ask participants

to begin bY having them share their responses to the following

questions amog-themselves:

1. Is the role you played similar to or different from the one

you would.play at home?

Do you know anyOne in your home c mmunity..who is "like" the

role you played in the role play?

t
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V. DURING THE E1RAINSTORMING

A. SI.e.torairistormin by

to follow these

the blackboard:

2.

q

general guidelines which

Crititism is ruled out.

Imagination

Quantity is wanted.

is welcome.

4. Combination

instrucging participants

you list on newsprint or

and improvement are sGught.

B. Remind participants that they have two tasksf

1. To find key ideas about the nature of the topic that they,can.
.

agree upon; and

2.. To determine what actibns they ca'a school board might take .

this juncture tOeffectively deal wi.th the issue.

. C. Let participants know the time constraints!'

1- About seven minutes for each task.

2. You will annoUnce time to move from key ideas

actions.

D. As brainstorming proceeds:

to possible

1. Note siklar points being raised among the groups for later

discussion.

2. Answer only procedural rather than substantive questions that

miqnt arise.

VI.' CROSS GROUP SHARING

A. Lead a cross group discussion:

1. Ask groups to select a spokepperson.

NWREL REP 8
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2. Begin noting on newsprint or the blackboard major ideas' from

each group in sequence. Try:not to cut off any spokesperson,

but note that time is limited and ask each to recite only new

information not previously mentioned.

5 During the discussion your judgment is critical. Only key

points should be made under two headings:

Key Ideas Possible BoArd Actions

4. When major points have been elicited, note that the exercise

necessarily oversimplifies--but that it illustrates some

points that relate to board' prerogative about the topic.

VII. :CONCLUDING DISCU$SION

A, H' hli ht controversial oints from the two lists. If time

penmits, allow some discussion of items that seem to have aroused

greatest interest or 4fference of opinion. Indicate your view of

possible implications by asking some questions. For example:

1. What insights or learnings'have resulted-for-you about this

issue from the'exercise?

2. Which of the possible actions that the board might take=-as

'suggested during the exercise--seem crucial to you?

3. Among the .key ideas suggested during the.exercise, which would

seem to have particular impact inyour local district if the

issue arose?,

B. Distribute fact sheets. Discuss salient policy is.ues around the

topic. Answer questions. .

C. Thank participants for their participation; answer specific

substantive questions.

NWREL REP
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CHArRPERSON,3*

Iss*e; Bbok Banning

Situation

For several years now Amityville has'maintained a-progressiie educational

policy that has embraced 'expansion of curriculum topics and subjects of

study. Until recently, finances have' beep no problem. But.as Amityvillerhas

grownby virtue of its proximity to Consumer Cityso too have the range of

opinions reflected in the community. Different voices haveqbeen heard at the

PTA ancl strangers have attended boar.d meetings. Last week a placard'was'

carried which said "Ban Obscene Materialjn the Schoola" and your high school

librarian receiyed an anonymous and threatening letter,. Your supe'rintendent

investigated the situation and reportsthat all library looks are selected and

approved by a.district book committee.. He is unceef.ain which specific bOoks

are in question.

Roleyosition

You have chaired lhe school board'for five years and come from a long line of

Amityville resiaents. The superintendent has asked for a ruling from the

board'about where it stands respecting "censorship" in the schools. S/he asks

for board direction in a growing contrOVersial aI'ea. You do not favor

Censorship, but do believe that school policy must reflect local values. You

wish to steer the'board to an Pinformed" judgment, but wish the board.to act

by consensus under your leadership. You will vote only to break a tie if it .

tomes to that.

NWREL REP 10 5419A
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Situation

---

BACK TO,BASICS

Issue: Book Banning

. i/
Tor Several years now Amityville has maintaihed a progressive educational

policy tliat has embraced eipansion of curriculum topics and subjects. of :

study. Until recently, flnances have been_ho problem. gut as p.mityville has'

grownby virtue of Its proximity ,to Consumer City-:-s8 t9O_hale the range of

opinions refaected in ehe coMMunity. , Different voices have been.heard at the

PTA and st'rangers haVe ttended board meetings. Last week a placard was

carried which.said "Ban Obscene Material in the,SeSools" and your high school

librarian 'received an drionyMous and thteatehing letter. Your superintendent

investigated the situation and reports that all library books are.selected and

epproved by a district,book-cymmittee. He is uncertain which specific books

are in question. f

Role PositiOn-

You are a relative newcomer to Amityville, but your strong views'on issue'S'of

justice and morality led to a sweeping victory in last year's school board

=election. You believe that schools have taken over from family control in

ways that our forefathers never intended. Your election mandate, as you see

it, is to return some par'ts of the school program (e.g., moral, ethicaf,

values) to family control. That means less control by professional
educators--aspecially on controversial issues like this. You have read recent

literature documenting "smut" ingschool libraries Ilsewhere.and if that is

true in Amityville--which you infend to find out-you will bethe fir't to

expose this sad situation, and right it!

.
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CIVIL LIBERTARIAN

Issue: Book Banning

SituatiOn

For several years now Amityville has maintained a Progressive educational

policy that has embraced expansion orcurriCulum topics and subjects of

study. Until recently, finances have been no problem. But as Amityville.has

.grown--by virtue of its proximity to-Consumer City--so too have the,range of

opinions reflected.in the community. Different voices have been heard at.the

PTA and strangers have attended board Meetings. Last,week a placard was

carried which said 'tBan Obscene Matetial in the Schools" and yodr high school

librarian received an anonymous and threateninq letter. Your superintendent

investigated the Situation and reports that all library books are selected and

approved by a district book committee.. He is uncertain which specific books

are in-question.

Role Position

As something of a historian, You are very faMiliar with the ways in which

information or the.lack of it affect people's judgments. You remember the .

McCarthy'ea with horror and in your1mild way have always championed.the right

.
for children to Make their own decistons. You have argued previously that it

is not the role of the school to protect children from the world, but to show

them,the world-rand let them come totheir own decisions. qOu will

strenuously reiist any move to ban books from the schoOl on First Amendment

grounds--should the will of the board move in °that direction.

NWREL REP 12 / 4 5419A
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NEW MEMBER

Issue: Book Banning

Situation

For several yeers now Amityville has Maintained a progressive eduoational /

policy that has embraced expansion of curriculum topics and subjects of

study. Until recently, finances have been no-problem. But as Amityville has

grown7-by virtue of its proximity to Consumer City--so too have the range of

opiniong reflected in the community.. Differedt voices haVe been heard at the
PTA and strangers have attendeil-bo4rd meetings. Last week a placard was
carried which Said "Ban,Obscene Material in the Schools" and your high school
librarian received alianonymous, and threatening letter. Your superintendent
4investigated the situation ana reports that all libraiy books eta selected ana

approved by a. di-trict book committee.. He is uncertain which specific books

are in quest:ion.

Role Position

You havetjust been -appointed to f,the board to fill A vacancy. Your previous

involvement:with the Amityville(PTA made you a unanimous candidate among other

,board uembers. You:have yet to voice a atrong stand, onany issue-before the
board, preferring to "learn the ropes" as long as yod can. To the extent that
you.can'influerice other board members, you would raise broad process ,
ioncerns--such as, "How have other school districts dealt with s,milar

,. issues?". Caution is your central concern encd, you will not be pushed into a

hasty decision.

NWREL REP 13 5419A
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LOCAL CONTROL

Issue: Book Banning

.

Situation

For several years now Amityville has maintained a progressive educational

policy thathps embraced expansion of curriculum topics and subjects of

study. Until recently, finances have been no problem. But as Amityville has.

grown-,-by virtue of its Proximity to Consumer,City--sotoo have the range of

opinions reflected in the community. Different voices haVe been heardat the

PTA and strangers have,attended board meetings. Last week a placard.was

carried which%said "Ban Obscent Material in the Schools"'and your high school

librarian received an anonymoul and threatening letter. Your superintendent

investigated-the situation and reports that all library books are selected and :

*approved by a district book committee. He is uncertain which specific books

are in question.

Role Posiion

Once again an issue supports your centrel concern-local control. For to6'

long both state and federal governments have mandated that local districts

fall into line on every issue. well, here is a situation where the people

legitimately should have their say. Though it is a mitter of personal opinion

which books are appropriate to a school and its children,,that's hardly the

issue--the reallissue is who is to decide? You don't want courts telling the

board' what it d4n or can't do--the board was elected by the people to-make

decisions on their behalf. This is the perfect time to demonstrate that they

elected decision makers. You might wish to let your connection to ttle "real"

people' be known by suggesting that the board survey the community to find out

what "the people" really think. Also, you might let the other members know

that you are truly informed. Perhaps cite the August 1979 New York District

Court ruling supporting the ".right" of the Island Trees School Board to ban

books from school libraries (eleven Nooks, including two Pulitze5 Prize

winners) on the grounds that the board determined they were "vulgar,

anti-Christian, anti-Semitic or degraded women."

6 5419A
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Some Though
\
s on Fortat for "Concluding Fact Sheets"

I feel hat the "fact sheets" should summarize the lcurrent'"state of the

art" about the particular issue under study. The following .iormat is merely

suggestiye oi the range of material that might be covered. jn a "one-pager"

which can be referred to (as outline if necessary) during the concluding
-

discussion and subsequently by particiOants once they return home:

1. Recent court decisions effecting board role and function tegarding

the.topic (brief reView and summarY of 'salient points).

2. Duplications'of the above for school board policy setting or review
p.

if an existing policy,is in place.. What must be covei0 by law,and

board re ponsibility in the particular instance.

3. Some poin s to consider with respect to organized efforts in locb.1

communities related to the partiCular topic--who's who, what ax they

grind and hoW (c.f. American Schogl Boarcl Journal article on the

grabbers and how they "cote into" a dommunity).

4. Process tips on how to reduce tension around the iSsue and how to

involve citizens in ehe oreative resolution of the issue locally.

I
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